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Abstract
This paper introduces ChainPaxos, a new distributed consensus algorithm for high throughput replication. ChainPaxos organizes nodes in a chain, allowing for a pipeline communication pattern that maximizes throughput, by minimizing the number of messages transmitted. While other proposals have explored such patterns, ChainPaxos is the first that can execute linearizable reads in any replica with no communication overhead, relying only on information used to process updates. These techniques build on a fully specified integrated membership management solution, allowing ChainPaxos’s fault-tolerance to be independent of an external coordination service, often used in other solutions, which can lead to possible safety violations in the presence of network partitions.

Our evaluation shows that, when compared with alternative Paxos variants, ChainPaxos exhibits significantly higher throughput and scalability with negligible latency impact. Compared to other solutions with similar communication patterns, besides avoiding the costs of an external coordination service, ChainPaxos’s high throughput tends to increase with the ratio of read-only operations.

1 Introduction
Fault-tolerance is a key property for distributed systems, being fundamental to guarantee that they continue to operate despite failures of individual components. To achieve this, the state of the system needs to be replicated over multiple nodes.

A particularly interesting way of providing fault-tolerance is the state machine replication (SMR) [20, 30] approach, which allows to replicate any service providing strong consistency. SMR is achieved by executing the same sequence of deterministic operations on all replicas, making them transition through the same sequence of states.

The Paxos [15, 32] consensus protocol and its variants [6, 21, 24, 26–28] have been used as a fundamental building block for implementing SMR, by enabling replicas to agree on the order in which operations are executed. Many practical systems, such as coordination systems, scale-out, in-memory lock services and in-memory databases rely on the performance of their underlying SMR implementation, making it extremely relevant to improve the performance of consensus (or agreement) protocols.

This paper describes the design and implementation of ChainPaxos, a new consensus algorithm for high throughput replication of (deterministic) services. Our goal is to minimize the communication cost of the protocol to achieve the highest possible throughput, both for read and write operations. We achieve this by using a set of complementary techniques. For write performance, we rely on an efficient pipelined communication pattern between replicas, which has been explored and shown effective by previous approaches, notably ChainReplication [33]. This pattern allows to minimize and distribute the number of messages propagated (and therefore processed) by each node to achieve consensus, which highly contributes to maximizing the throughput of write operations. For read operations, we propose a novel scheme for linearizable reads served by a single replica, without incurring in additional communication cost (albeit at the cost of a small increase in latency), which further minimizes the communication overhead of ChainPaxos and increase its throughput.

Contrary to many recent proposals, ChainPaxos does not outsource membership management to an external coordination service (e.g., Zookeeper [12]). Instead, our system features its own integrated membership management solution that allows for the continuous execution of operations during reconfigurations, while uncoupling our system’s fault-tolerance from that of an external service. As such, increasing the number of replicas in ChainPaxos effectively increases the maximum number of faults that are tolerated. On the other hand, when leveraging an external coordination service, the fault-tolerance of the replicated systems depends on the fault-tolerance of that coordination service. Additionally, as shown...
recently [2], relying on an external coordination service is far from trivial as it makes a system more vulnerable to network partitions, requiring additional logic to ensure correctness.

Our design builds on the insight that it is possible to combine multiple Multi-Paxos messages and exploit a pipeline communication pattern. While this insight is not novel [19], ChainPaxos is, to the best of our knowledge, the first protocol that not only takes advantage of this insight, but also specifies an integrated membership management solution, allowing for lightweight linearizable reads to be served by any replica.

We conduct an extensive experimental evaluation of ChainPaxos where we evaluate its performance against several state-of-the-art variants of Paxos, in particular Multi-Paxos, Egalitarian Paxos, (U)-Ring Paxos, and Chain Replication. The results show that our algorithm provides higher throughput and scalability when compared with other Paxos variants, with even higher gains as both the number of the replicas of the system and the size of operations increase. When compared with other solutions that employ pipeline communication, ChainPaxos shows similar performance for writes, but improved scalability as the ratio of reads increases.

In summary, this paper makes the following main contributions: i) a new consensus algorithm that provides high throughput, with integrated membership management that makes it independent from external coordination services (Section 3); ii) a novel approach to provide linearizable read operations that distribute the load among all replicas without incurring additional communication costs (Section 4); and iii) an extensive experimental evaluation, showing that ChainPaxos provides better performance than state-of-the-art alternatives (Section 5).

2 Related Work

Paxos [15,32] and its variants [6,21,24,26–28] have been used in the design of replicated systems, employing diverse techniques to optimize performance aspects, such as minimizing latency, reducing communication cost, distributing the load, and supporting linearizable reads. We now discuss the most popular variants of Paxos, along with Chain Replication [33], an alternative SMR algorithm.

2.1 Minimizing latency

Multiple Paxos variants try to optimize latency. In Fast-Paxos [18], clients send Accept messages directly to acceptors, skipping the leader. Generalized Paxos [17] extends FastPaxos by allowing non-interfering requests to execute in different orders. In both cases, collisions in client requests result in additional round trips, hindering performance. Flexible Paxos [11] uses different quorum sizes for executing operations (akin to read-write quorum systems [34]), reducing the size of accept quorums and decreasing the latency of accepting operations in the fast path. While ChainPaxos only matches the fast path latency of these protocols when configured to tolerate a single fault, it requires each replica to handle only one message per operation. In contrast, the $O(n)$ message complexity of Paxos leader and learners in these solutions results in lower throughput.

2.2 Communication cost

Some variants employ chain (or ring) topologies to decrease communication cost. Ring Paxos [28] sends Accept messages to all replicas using IP-multicast, with responses being propagated through a ring. IP-multicast limits the operation of the protocol across data centers and negatively impacts the performance under high load when messages are lost. Chain Replication [33] is an SMR algorithm, developed for synchronous systems, where replicas are organized in a chain and write operations are forwarded from the head to the tail, with acknowledge messages travelling the opposite way. This approach has the advantage that all replicas send and receive the same number of messages for executing an update. Similarly, U-Ring Paxos [13] propagates messages in a ring topology, with acknowledge messages being forwarded from the tail to the head. These solutions require an external coordination service (e.g., Zookeeper [12]) to reconfigure the system when faults occur, leading to higher operational cost, slower fault-handling, potentially lower fault-tolerance (dependent on that of the external service), and vulnerability to network partitions [2]. ChainPaxos, while having a similar communication pattern, further reduces the number of messages processed by each replica, while handling reconfigurations and faults in an integrated and efficient way.

2.3 Distributing the load

Other variants of Paxos try to distribute the load across replicas. Mencius [22] pre-assigns the leader of each instance to a different node. While providing better throughput, the overall availability suffers since the failure of any replica will cause the system to stop until another replica takes over. In Egalitarian Paxos (EPaxos) [26], any replica can commit operations and non-conflicting operations execute in different orders. When there is no conflict, operations commit in a single communication round. Multi-Ring Paxos [24] (based on Ring Paxos) uses a similar approach, while taking advantage of the ring topology to minimize communication. When concurrent operations conflict (which is often the case in SMR), these protocols require extra rounds of communication. Atlas [8] improves on this by allowing some conflicting operations to execute in a single round. Despite trying to distribute the load across all replicas, these protocols still require nodes to send and receive $O(n)$ messages. In contrast, ChainPaxos minimizes the overall load imposed by the protocol, having $O(1)$ message complexity, while also distributing the load across replicas.

2.4 Linearizable reads

In replicated systems, where reads are more frequent than writes, it is important to reduce the cost of read operations to improve overall performance.
**Synchronous systems.** Chain Replication [33] proposes to execute linearizable reads by contacting a single node: the tail of the chain. When the tail fails, as detected by an external coordination service, clients fallback to the previous node in the chain to continue reading the system state. This solution, however, was designed for a synchronous model model where failures can be reliably detected. In an asynchronous system, linearizability can be violated, as the tail can become isolated and be excluded from the chain without knowing, while still serving (outdated) reads. To avoid this, for each read, either the tail or the client would need to contact the external coordination service to verify the current configuration of the chain, which is too expensive. In [33], the authors mention that the coordination mechanism needs to stop clients during reconfigurations, which is unfeasible under network partitions.

**Asynchronous systems.** Due to a similar reason, solutions based on Paxos cannot execute read operations by contacting only the leader, usually requiring to run a consensus instance for ordering read operations or, in special cases, to contact a quorum of replicas. However, some alternative read schemes to improve replication performance have been proposed. In Smarter [4], reads execute on a single replica, but require a special *whats_my_view* message to be sent to all replicas to gather a majority of replies confirming that no reconfiguration took place concurrently with the read operation. In [10], reads are executed on a single replica, however at the cost of requiring writes to execute in two phases. CRAQ [31] improves reads in Chain Replication by allowing to read from any replica in an asynchronous model, however it only provides per-object linearizability, and for SMR it would require all reads to contact the tail whenever there is a write executing.

In contrast with all these solutions, ChainPaxos includes a novel technique to execute linearizable reads on a single replica, in an asynchronous environment, without ever requiring any additional communication costs. Furthermore, it allows any replica to process reads, thus distributing the read load across all replicas.

## 3 ChainPaxos

We assume an asynchronous distributed system with *n* nodes, connected by a network that can lose, duplicate, and deliver messages out of order. Nodes communicate by exchanging messages over a network with a fair loss model that allows the creation of FIFO channels between any pair of nodes. Nodes can fail by crashing, where they stop sending messages.

We follow the SMR model [30], in which each replica holds a copy of the system state and there exists a set of deterministic operations that may output a reply. Replicas start in the same initial state and apply the same sequence of operations, thus guaranteeing that all replicas transition through the same sequence of states and output the same results. We defer the processing of read operations to Section 4.

ChainPaxos is used to order the execution of operations. The system state includes the application state and the membership of the system, with `AddNode(n)` and `RemoveNode(n)` operations, respectively, adding and removing node *n* to the replica-set. These operations execute in the state machine, as other application operations, potentially impacting the quorum size of following operations. For correctness, a node can only decide a given instance strictly after knowing the decision of all previous instances (and the current membership).

### 3.1 Overview

This section introduces ChainPaxos, revisiting Multi-Paxos and Chain Replication to better contextualize our design.

In Multi-Paxos [15,32], a distinguished proposer, known as *leader*, prepares multiple Paxos instances in a single step (Phase 1), followed by multiple sequential executions of Phase 2 of Paxos. In a fault-free run (Figure 1), the leader sends an *accept* message to all replicas, with each replying to all replicas with an *accept ack* message. Any replica that receives *accept ack* messages from a majority of replicas can decide and execute the request (with the replica that received the operation replying back to the client). With *n* replicas, the message complexity of the protocol is $O(n^2)$: each replica incurs in $O(n)$ message overhead (the leader sends/receives $2n$ messages). The reply to the client is produced after 2 communication steps between replicas. Alternatively, a replica could send the *accept ack* message only to the leader, which would then forward the decision to all replicas. In that case, the overhead of non-leader replicas decreases to $O(1)$ at the cost of an additional communication step.

Chain Replication [33] leverages a chain topology, forwarding operations from the head to the tail (Figure 2). The tail replies to clients after executing an operation, and sends *ack* messages backwards, to allow replicas to perform garbage collection. In a fault-free run, each replica incurs in $O(1)$ message overhead, with a reply being produced after $O(n)$ communication steps.

The main goals of ChainPaxos’s design are: (i) minimize the number of messages each node processes in fault-free runs and make the load uniform, maximizing throughput; and (ii) integrate an efficient fault handling scheme into the algorithm, by taking advantage of Paxos messages, avoiding the need to rely on an external service. To achieve these goals, we leverage the chain topology to combine and forward multiple Multi-Paxos messages in a single ChainPaxos message. As ChainPaxos builds on Multi-Paxos, leader faults can be handled simply by falling back to the first phase of Paxos.

In ChainPaxos, in a fault-free run (Figure 3), the leader sends the *accept* message, including its *accept ack*, to the following replica in the chain. Upon receiving an *accept* message, a replica forwards the message modified to include its own *accept ack*. When the *accept* message reaches the tail of the chain, it sends a message directly to the head with the *accept ack* of all replicas, guaranteeing that the head learns about the decided value. Additionally, it is necessary to in-
form the replicas that have not received enough accept ack messages to decide the value of the instance – ChainPaxos piggybacks this information in the next accept message.

When an accept reaches the replica at the middle of the chain, it includes accept ack from a majority quorum. Thus, the replica knows that the received request has been decided, and can execute the request and return the result to the client. In the example of Figure 3, with three replicas, the leader and replica 2 form a quorum, with replica 2 replying to the client.

The message flow for fault-free runs achieves the first goal of minimizing the number of messages handled by each replica and keeping the load uniform: a single message is sent and received by every replica. As ChainPaxos is just using a different communication pattern to convey the messages of Multi-Paxos, it can fall back to the regular two phases of Paxos to handle faults. This is the base for achieving the second goal of integrating fault handling in the protocol.

ChainPaxos builds on these ideas to provide high throughput replication by addressing the following challenges: i) optimize fault-handling and integrate membership management by leveraging information about the chain topology, thus avoiding the common vulnerabilities/complexity encountered in systems that rely on external coordination services in the presence of network partitions [2]; ii) support efficient garbage collection of the information about decided values, which is a common challenge in many variants of Paxos, rarely addressed in the specification of algorithms; and iii) integrate a novel mechanism that leverages the chain topology to enable efficient linearizable read operations handled by a single replica without additional communication.

Next, we detail the operation of ChainPaxos, describing the state maintained by each replica and the operation of the protocol in fault-free runs and during reconfigurations. We present correctness arguments for our solution in Annex A.

3.2 Protocol State

Algorithm 1 presents the state of each replica. The first variable group is related with the organization of the system and includes: the members and their order in the chain (chain); the identity of the local node (self); the next node in the chain that is not marked for removal (cnextok); the currently supported leader (cleader); and the replicas for which a RemoveNode has been received but not yet decided (marked).

The second group maintains the information to run Paxos instances. This includes the prepare number (npleader) that the leader can use for bypassing the first phase of Paxos. Each replica also maintains a map (ininst) with the information of Paxos instances including, for each instance, the highest prepare number (n) used by a leader to accept a value (val), the number of nodes that accepted val with n (naccepts), and a boolean indicating if the instance was decided (decided).

The third group is used for managing client requests. It consists of two sets: submitted stores requests received from clients and not yet decided, and pending contains the requests received by the leader (redirected from itself or other replicas) but not yet submitted for ordering.

The final group of variables is used for clarity of presentation and stores information that could be derived from other variables, including the highest instance started by the leader (maxacpt), and the highest instance known to have a decided value accepted by all nodes (maxack). Each node also keeps track of whether it is the current leader in amLeader.

3.3 Fault-free execution

Algorithm 2 presents the ChainPaxos algorithm, with auxiliary functions detailed in Algorithm 3. The highlighted lines represent the logic used in faulty scenarios that require reconfiguration, which are detailed in the next section.

Requests from clients can be received by any replica, and are redirected to the leader ( Alg. 2, line 1), which stores them in a set of pending requests ( Alg. 2, line 5). The leader, upon receiving a new request, starts a new instance by increasing
### Algorithm 2 ChainPaxos algorithm: message flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>upon receive <code>&lt;NEW_REQUEST, req&gt;</code> from client do:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>submitted ← submitted ∪ {req}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>SEND(cleader, <code>&lt;REDIRECT_REQUEST, req&gt;</code>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>upon receive <code>&lt;REDIRECT_REQUEST, req&gt;</code> from r do:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>if self = cleader then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>pending ← pending ∪ {req}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>function STARTINSTANCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>maxAcpt ← maxAcpt + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>SEND(self, <code>&lt;ACCEPT, maxAcpt, self, npLeader, pending, 0, maxAck&gt;</code>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>12.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>if npLeader &lt; n then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>UPDATELEADERINFO(ldr, n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>if inst[n] ∨ inst[n].n &lt; n then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>inst[n] ← (n, val, nAcpts + 1, false)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>inst[n].nAcpts ← MAX(nAcpts + 1, inst[n].nAcpts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>if inst[n].val = RemoveNode(node) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>MARKFORREMOVAL(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>if ISQUORUM(nAcpts) ∧ ¬inst[n].decided then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>DECIDE(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>DECIDEEANDGCUPTO(mack)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>FORWARD(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>27.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>DECIDEEANDGCUPTO(n)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the instance number and generating a new accept message (Alg. 2, line 9). The accept message contains the following information: (i) the instance number, which the leader tracks in maxAcpt; (ii) the id of the leader; (iii) the prepare number, npLeader, used by the leader in its previous prepare message; (iv) the client request (i.e., operation); (v) the number of nodes which have accepted the value (nAcpts) initialized to 0; and (vi) the highest instance for which the decided value is known to have been accepted by all replicas (maxAck).

The leader is the first to handle the accept message of each instance, as it starts a new instance by sending the accept to itself (Alg. 2, line 11). Upon receiving an accept message for an instance (Alg. 2, line 13), a node stores the information for the instance, increasing the value of nAcpts to indicate that the instance is accepting the value. If nAcpts is greater than n/2, the message has already been accepted by a majority of nodes, and its value can be decided (Alg. 2, line 22). Otherwise, the value will be decided (and garbage-collected) when an accept message is received with mack greater or equal to its instance number. This is performed in function DecideAndGCP (called in Alg. 2, line 24 and defined in Alg. 3, line 35). This function traverses every (non-garbage-collected) instance up to instance maxAck, marking them as decided (if they were not yet), and garbage-collating the information about them after their execution. This is safe since all instances up to maxAck have been accepted by every node in the chain.

Finally, the node forwards the accept message (with the incremented nAcpts) to the next node in the chain. If the replica is the last node in the chain, it sends an accept ack message to the leader, signalling that every node in the chain has seen and accepted the instance. Upon receiving this message, the leader executes DecideAndGCP, increasing its maxAck which leads subsequent accept messages to trigger DecideAndGCP in every node across the chain.

The nodes in the second half of the chain (starting from the n/2th node) can decide instances as soon as they receive the accept message, while the first n/2 nodes only decide (and execute an operation) after receiving an acknowledgement (the leader via an accept ack message, and the other nodes via the maxAck value piggybacked in subsequent accept messages).

In a fault-free run, our protocol simply encodes the messages of Multi-Paxos in ChainPaxos messages. A ChainPaxos accept message sent by node n encodes the Multi-Paxos accept message and the accept ack messages of n and all nodes that precede it in the chain. It also encodes the accept ack messages of all nodes in the chain for all instances up to mack. A ChainPaxos accept ack message encodes the Multi-Paxos accept ack messages of all nodes in the chain.

### 3.4 Dealing With Faults and Reconfigurations

To describe how faults and membership reconfigurations are handled in ChainPaxos, we begin by describing the mechanisms used by replicas to suspect other nodes (i.e., fault detection) and then discuss the steps taken by ChainPaxos to reconfigure the system, either keeping the current leader or when the leader is suspected. The main challenge faced by ChainPaxos is that, when using a chain topology, the failure of a single node leads the chain to break, making it impossible for messages to keep flowing along the chain, resulting in a system halt.

Fault Detection: We have implemented two mechanisms for fault suspicion. To pinpoint faults in the chain, each replica expects to receive periodic keep-alive messages from the following node in the chain. If a node does not receive the keep-alive for a configurable period of time, it suspects the node, and requests the leader to remove it, triggering a Reconfiguration not involving the leader. In case the tail suspects the failure of the leader (which is its next node), it starts the process of taking leadership (Phase 1 of Paxos), and then starts the process of removing it. This effectively triggers a Reconfiguration involving the leader.

We note that, as we assume an asynchronous system, suspecting a node does not necessarily mean that it failed, but rather that there is a chance it might have, as it can just be temporarily slow [29]. However, since a single failed (or just slow) node can block progress in the whole chain, the keep-alive mechanism is important to allow quick removal of suspected nodes, minimizing their negative impact on the overall throughput of the chain. Incorrectly removed replicas can later rejoin the system.

The second mechanism is based on the continuous flow of accept messages. If a replica does not receive an accept
Algorithm 3 ChainPaxos algorithm: auxiliary functions.

1: function MarkForRemoval(n_i, node)
2:   marked ← marked ∪ \{node\}
3: if node = c_{nextok} then \text{\texttt{We marked the closest unmarked node}}
4:   \text{\texttt{c_{nextok} = NEXT_NODE_NOT_MARKED(self, marked)}}
5: for n ← max_iack + 1; n_i - 1 do \text{\texttt{Re-propagate accepts}}
6:   FORWARD(n)
7: end function

8: function FORWARD(n_i)
9: if c_{nextok} = leader then \text{\texttt{SEND(c_{nextok},<ACCEPT_ACK,n_i>)}}
10: else \text{\texttt{SEND(c_{nextok},<ACCEPT,Accept_leader,n_i,inst[n_i],n_a,}}
11: inst[n_i].val, inst[n_i].aaccepts, maxack>)
12: end function

13: function UPDATE_LEADER_INFO(leader, np)
14: if np_leader < np then \text{\texttt{anLeader ← false}}
15: pending ← 0
16: c_{leader} ← leader \text{\texttt{Set new leader}}
17: np_leader ← np \text{\texttt{Set the prepare number for the leader}}
18: for req ∈ submitted do \text{\texttt{Redirect requests to new leader}}
19: \text{\texttt{SEND(leader,<REDIRECT_REQUEST,req>)}}
20: marked ← \{\}
21: c_{nextok} = NEXT_NODE_NOT_MARKED(self, marked)
22: end function

23: function DECADE(n_i)
24: if inst[n_i].val = RemoveNode(node) then \text{\texttt{inst[n_i].decided ← true}}
25: marked ← marked \{\node\}
26: chain ← chain \{\node\}
27: else if inst[n_i].val = AddNode(node) then \text{\texttt{inst[n_i].decided ← false}}
28: chain ← chain \{\node\}
29: c_{nextok} = NEXT_NODE_NOT_MARKED(self, marked)
30: if c_{nextok} = node then \text{\texttt{Was added right next to me}}
31: STATE_TRANSFER(c_{nextok}, n_i)
32: else \text{\texttt{SM_REEXECUTE(inst[n_i].val)}}
33: pending ← pending \{\inst[n_i].val\}
34: end function

35: function DECIDEANDGUPTO(n_i)
36: for i ∈ inst \land i ≤ n_i do \text{\texttt{sequential iteration up to n_i}}
37: if not decided then \text{\texttt{DECIDE(n_i)}}
38: inst ← inst \{\} \text{\texttt{Decide}}
39: max_iack ← n_i
40: end function

for a configurable period of time, it assumes that the leader is faulty and attempts to take leadership. If, during this process, the new leader could not establish a connection to some other node (to send them the prepare message), it suspects and starts the process of removing them. To make sure this mechanism operates correctly even if the system is subjected to a low load, the leader issues periodic accept messages for a special NOPT configuration if there are no client requests.

Reconfiguration not involving the leader: We now explain how ChainPaxos reconfigures the chain by removing a suspected node that is not the leader.

When the leader is notified that node n is suspected, it starts an instance with RemoveNode(n) operation to remove node n from the chain. When the instance is decided, n is removed from the chain, updating the variables with the local configuration of the chain (chain and marked).

When a RemoveNode operation is being propagated, two actions need to be taken to guarantee correctness and progress:

1) guarantee that all previous accept messages that might have been lost due to the failure of the node are forwarded to the next correct node (to reestablish the flow of those accept messages); and 2) guarantee that all subsequent accept messages are forwarded through the chain despite faulty nodes, until the RemoveNode operation is decided, removing the faulty node, and repairing the chain.

The former is implemented in MarkForRemoval, executed when processing an accept message for a RemoveNode operation (Alg. 2, line 21). The node to be removed is added to the set of marked nodes (Alg. 3, line 2). If the node to be removed is the next node that was not previously marked, it is possible that it failed to propagate previous messages through the chain. Thus, the node sends to the next non-marked node any accept messages (or accept ack for the leader) for instances that have not yet been garbage collected (i.e., instances from maxack to n_i - 1 (Alg. 3, line 5). This guarantees that, when healing the chain by bypassing faulty nodes, all accept messages will be received by all nodes that will not be removed from the chain, somewhat falling back to the pattern of Multi-Paxos.

The latter guarantee is provided by the Forward function (Alg. 3, line 7). This function forwards the accept message for a given instance to the next node. When one or more of the following nodes are marked to be removed (because a RemoveNode operation has been received, but has not yet been decided), the function forwards the accept message to the next non-marked node. This guarantees that a node that is to be removed in instance n_i will not vote for instances n > n_i.

When a leader change occurs while a RemoveNode operation for a node r is being propagated through the chain, it is possible that the operation, while observed by a minority of replicas (that add r to their marked set), is not decided. Following the regular behaviour of Multi-Paxos, the new leader might issue a different operation for that instance. Such operations should be sent to r to ensure correctness. To do so, when a replica learns about the new leader it removes all nodes from the marked set and updates the c_{nextok} variable, ensuring that messages flow across all nodes. (Alg. 3, line 12).

Reconfiguration involving the leader: ChainPaxos supports changing the leader by having a node become the leader at a given instance for that and all following instances by executing the first phase of Paxos.

This process is initiated in function TryToBecomeLeader (Alg. 4, line 1). The node selects a prepare number higher than any prepare number already seen in any instance, and sends a prepare message for instance max_iack + 1 directly to all nodes. Although this prepare is for a given instance, it will make the node leader of all instances from that point onward – thus, the prepare number must be larger than any

\footnote{Note that this might lead to nodes receiving multiple accept messages for the same instance with the same prepare number from different nodes. This is addressed by considering the highest observed number of acks reported in these messages. This is safe because the forward process employed during recovery never generates cycles.}
Algorithm 4 ChainPaxos algorithm: leader election.

```
1: function TRY_TO_BECOME_LEADER
2:   n_p = NEXT_PREPARE_NUM(n_leader)
3:   Send(in ∈ chain, <PREPARE, max_ack + 1, n_p>)
4: upon receive <PREPARE, n, n_p> from c do:
5:   if np_leader ≤ np then  // Has not seen higher prepare
6:     UPDATE_LEADER_INFO(leader,n_c)  // New accepted leader
7:     insts_accepted = GET_ACCEPTED_INSTS_FROM(n)
8:     Send(node, <PREPARE_OK, n, n_p, insts_accepted>)
9:   
10: upon receive <PREPARE_OK, n, np, insts_accepted> from rep do:
11:   if np_leader ≤ np then  // Has not seen higher prepare
12:     REGISTER_PREPARE_OK(n, n_p, insts_accepted)
13:   if Has_PREPARE_OK_QUORUM(n) then  // Became leader
14:     amLeader ← true
15:     for (a_hi, a_re, a_val) ∈ ACCEPTED_INSTS_FROM(n, n_p) do
16:       Send_self, <ACCEPT, a_hi, self, n.p, req.0, max_ack>)
17:     maxAccept ← a_hi
18:     
```

previously used by any replica. We use max_ack + 1, since it guarantees that previous instances have already been accepted by every node, and all messages regarding those instances can be discarded. As such, nodes only need to maintain the single highest prepare number np_leader ever received (instead of keeping a prepare for each instance). Since prepare messages need to have unique prepare numbers, this number includes an identifier of the node which is used to make sure that no two prepare messages from different nodes have the same np.

A prepare message for a given instance is rejected if the node has already seen a higher prepare number for any instance (either on prepare or accept messages). Otherwise, the usual Paxos logic is executed for this and all higher instances, with the corresponding prepare ok message being returned, which includes all previously accepted values (and corresponding prepare numbers) for the instance indicated in the prepare message and all following instances (Alg. 4, line 8). This is necessary as a successful prepare also makes the node the leader of all future instances. From this point until a prepare with a higher prepare number is received, the sender of the prepare message will be set as the supported leader c_leader and all pending and future client requests will be redirected to it (Alg. 3, line 12).

Upon reception of a quorum of prepare ok messages (Alg. 4, line 13), the node considers itself the new leader. It then executes the regular Paxos logic, but for multiple instances: for all instances for which accepted values exist, it uses the value with the highest associated prepare number as its proposal for that instance, and forwards the corresponding accept message over the chain. The regular protocol execution then resumes. In Annex A, we discuss in more detail the correctness of leader election and reconfigurations.

Adding a new replica: For adding a node $n$ to the chain, $n$ sends a request to a replica with AddNode$(n)$ operation as its value. The leader processes this request by starting an instance that is executed as any other instance of ChainPaxos.

When the instance is decided, the node is added to the tail of the chain updating the local chain configuration (variables chain and c_node). Once the new node is added, it requests the current state (history of operations or snapshot) from another node at the instance in which the operation to add the node was decided. While this state transfers in the background, the new node can already participate in the following instances actively forwarding messages (although it can only locally execute and garbage collect operations after the completion of the state transfer).

4 Local Linearizable Read Operations

In this section, we discuss our proposal to execute read operations. As we mentioned previously, in Chain Replication, due to the use of an external coordination service, reading from the tail does not provide linearizable reads in the presence of network partitions, as the tail might become partitioned and not be aware that it was removed from the system. Guaranteeing linearizable reads requires contacting the external configuration service, which defeats the purpose of the low overhead achieved by only contacting the tail. Due to similar issues, most SMR protocols only support linearizable reads by executing them as normal consensus operations or, in some cases [5], by contacting a quorum of replicas (and falling back to executing the read as a normal operation when conflicts occur). We now discuss how we leverage on the chain topology and our integrated membership management to provide linearizable reads without any added communication cost.

To provide linearizable reads, it is necessary to guarantee that the result of a read reflects a state that, at the moment the read is received, is at least as recent as the most recent state for which any node has returned a result (either for a read or for a write). The base intuition of our proposal is that a node can guarantee this property by waiting for a message to loop around the entire chain, making sure that the local node is as up-to-date as any node was at the moment the message started looping around the chain.

Based on this intuition, our solution for linearizable reads works as follows. Clients issue read operations to any replica in the chain. Upon receiving the operation, the replica locally registers that the operation depends on the lowest unseen consensus instance (but no information is sent to other nodes). For instance, if the highest instance that the replica has seen so far is 6 (regardless of it being decided or not), the read operation will depend on instance 7. Upon receiving the accept ack message to the consensus instance for which the operation depends on, the read operation is performed locally in the local committed state and the reply is sent to the client.

This protocol implements linearizable reads by enforcing the following properties: i) a read $r$ returns a value that is at least as recent as any value outputted by the protocol at the moment the read was received. By waiting that the following consensus instance is acknowledged and executing the read in the current local state, a replica is assured that the result of any read that was returned at any replica before the reception...
We note however, that the head of the chain issues periodic (Section 5.5) and the impact of reconfigurations in our in-
which in turn will allow other pending reads to complete).

NoOP operations if no write is received, as to show to the values: when a replica loses connection to the others, either it
is eventually removed from the chain, preventing it from ever replying to client read operations or it eventually reconnects to the other nodes, allowing it to continue responding to read requests. In the latter case, since the replica was not removed from the chain, no progress was made while it was partitioned, thus linearizability is not lost.

Our proposal trades a potentially higher latency (compared to executing a read as a normal operation) for the possibility of processing a read locally at any node, without additional consensus instances or communication steps. This leads to lower communication and processing overhead, and allows to balance the load of read operations across all replicas, leading to better overall performance. Under low load, write opera-
tions may be less frequent, which could delay read operations. We note however, that the head of the chain issues periodic NoOP operations if no write is received, as to show to the other replicas that the head is still correct, hence the maximum latency of reads in scenarios with a low load will be controlled by the frequency of these NoOP operations. Alternatively, to ensure faster read processing, a replica processing a read which has not received the message for the next con-
sensus instance after some configurable timeout can forward the read to the leader to be executed as a normal operation (which in turn will allow other pending reads to complete).

5 Evaluation

This section reports the experimental evaluation of Chain-
Paxos in a broad range of scenarios. We start by assessing the performance and scalability in CPU-bound and network-bound settings (Section 5.2), and the impact of our novel read protocol (Section 5.3), using a replicated key-value store application under the YCSB workload [7], when compared with other consensus protocols. Then, we report the results of integrating ChainPaxos with ZooKeeper [12], by replacing the Zab [14] replication protocol (Section 5.4). Finally, we study how ChainPaxos behaves in a geo-replicated setting (Section 5.5) and the impact of reconfigurations in our in-
tegrated membership when compared to using an external coordination service (Section 5.6).

We have implemented a prototype of ChainPaxos in Java, using a framework for building distributed protocols, Ba-
el [9], which relies on the Netty [1] framework for the communications module. Similarly to other authors [8, 26], to guarantee fairness in our comparisons, the other consen-
sus protocols were implemented using the same codebase as ChainPaxos. This guarantees that the results are not influ-
enced by specific implementation aspects, such as the programming language, client communication patterns or dif-
f erences in optimizations (such as batching). Each protocol was implemented following the description presented in their respective publications as well as available code bases for EPaxos [25] and Ring Paxos [23]. For the latter, as proposed by the authors, we limit the number of concurrent instances the leader can start as a form of flow control to mitigate the loss of multicast messages and include a mechanism for re-
covering from lost messages.

Each replica includes: an application (either the replicated key-value store or Zookeeper), which receives client requests, submits them for ordering, and replies to the client when the operation is executed; a proxy, serving as the intermediary between the application and the consensus protocol, also redirecting operations to the consensus leader when applicable and; the consensus solution itself, which receives operations from the proxy and notifies it once their ordering is decided.

5.1 Experimental Setup and Parameters

The experiments were conducted on the Grid5000 testbed [3], using a cluster of machines with an Intel Xeon Gold 5220 CPU with 18 cores and 96 GiB DDR4 RAM. Machines are connected through a 25 Gbps Ethernet switched network. Each replica executes in its own machine, and clients (running YCSB [7]) execute on 3 independent machines (with multiple client threads per machine). Each client thread connects to a replica for executing operations in a closed-loop.

Every protocol is executed in similar conditions, with the exception of Chain Replication that uses Zookeeper as the external management service (following [33]). For all protocols, the leader is elected at the start of the experiment and the protocols run multiple consensus instances in parallel. All results are the average of 5 independent runs, discarding the start and end periods of each experiment. In all results presented, the standard deviation between runs is always below 10%.

In addition to ChainPaxos, Chain Replication [33], and Ring Paxos [28], we report as: EPaxos, the execution of EPaxos [26] in a workload where all operations conflict (which is the same case of other baselines); and EPaxos-NoDep, the execution of EPaxos in a workload where no two operations conflict, which is equivalent to running multiple independent Paxos instance in parallel. We note that this is an unrealistic workload, as it would require all operations to be independent from each other, being presented only to provide the best (theoretical) results for a protocol following the strategy of EPaxos. MultiPaxos refers to the variant of Multi-Paxos [16] where acceptors forward their accept ack
messages to all replicas, whereas Multi-1Learn represents the variant where acceptors only send the accept ack to the leader that, upon collecting a quorum of replies, issues a decided to all replicas - this protocol has a message flow equal to Raft [27] in the normal case. U-Ring Paxos [13] is a variation of Ring Paxos, using unicast instead of multicast, with a message flow similar to our solution and Chain Replication.

5.2 Performance in a Single Data Center

This section reports the results obtained in a single data center, running the YCSB benchmark with a replicated key-value store application. We study scenarios that attempt to saturate the CPU and the available bandwidth, by varying the size of the data stored in the key-value store.

CPU Bound. Figure 4 shows the performance of each protocol in a CPU-bound scenario. For this experiment, clients execute small (128 bytes) operations and no batching is employed (i.e., each operation is executed in an individual consensus instance). Clients connect uniformly at random to a replica, and receive a reply after the operation is executed in that replica. While this does not provide optimal latency for some solutions, it maximizes throughput by distributing the load of handling client requests as much as possible.

These results show that, by pipelining a single message per each operation through all replicas, ChainPaxos minimizes CPU usage, achieving the best performance and scalability. Chain Replication and U-RingPaxos perform worse, as they propagate some extra messages: acknowledge messages in the former, and proposals being propagated to the leader through the chain in the latter. These messages could be batched or piggybacked with a small penalty to latency. We note that the throughput of ChainPaxos with 7 replicas, which tolerates 3 faults, is higher than that of Chain Replication with both 3 and 7 replicas, which tolerate 2 and 6 faults, respectively.

For both versions of MultiPaxos, the leader (and all replicas in regular MultiPaxos) transmits and receives messages from, at least, a majority of replicas, resulting in higher CPU usage and lower performance. The impact of this effect increases with the number of replicas. For EPaxos, when all operations need to be ordered, the algorithm requires two rounds of communication, leading to an higher number of messages and lower throughput. The execution of EPaxos-NoDeps is similar to executing multiple parallel MultiPaxos instances, distributing the load among replicas. This leads to an higher throughput than MultiPaxos and EPaxos that, unlike Chain-Paxos, also decreases with the number of replicas, as more messages need to be processed. Furthermore, we note that EPaxos-NoDeps is not totally ordering all operations, as other protocols do. RingPaxos is tricky to tune, as a single lost multicast message can stall the entire system. Even for our best configuration (with 150 simultaneous consensus instances), RingPaxos performance is worse than U-RingPaxos.

Overall, these results show that lowering the number of messages processed by each replica allows to achieve higher throughput with a negligible latency overhead. Furthermore, the throughput of chain-based protocols degrades very slowly when increasing the number of replicas, while the throughput of other protocols degrades quickly, as the number of messages processed by each node depends on the number of replicas in the system. This is relevant for supporting critical systems with high availability requirements.

Network Bound. Figure 5 presents the performance in a network-bound scenario. For this experiment, the bandwidth of replicas is limited to 1Gbps, with clients issuing 2048 byte operations, saturating the bandwidth of the replicas without...
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With increasing numbers of replicas, the latency of ChainPaxos remains mostly unaffected. Since both U-Ring Paxos and Paxos increases, while the latency of both MultiPaxos variants exhibit the lowest latency, since they can connect directly to the leader; in EPaxos clients are setup to minimize latency: in RingPaxos and MultiPaxos variants require more communication steps until a reply is generated, their latency is always higher than ChainPaxos. We note that ChainPaxos with 5 replicas presents a similar latency to Chain Replication with 3 replicas, in which case both tolerate the failure of 2 replicas. In EPaxos, since conflicts lead to extra communication rounds, the variant where all operations conflict (EPaxos) naturally shows higher latency. For RingPaxos, multicast message drops (which happen even without saturation) and retransmissions lead to higher latency.

5.3 Performance of Read Operations

Figure 7 shows the impact of ChainPaxos’s novel linealizable read approach in workloads with different read ratios and payloads of 128 bytes. The throughput of executing reads as normal (consensus) operations (Chain Reads) is constant, regardless of the ratio of read operations. For our novel approach (Local Read), the throughput is much higher than executing reads as normal operations, and the throughput scales both with the ratio of read operations and with the number of replicas. This is explained by the fact that as reads impose no overhead to the consensus protocol and the load is distributed evenly among replicas, more replicas can process more reads. The high throughput of ChainPaxos’s local linearizable reads comes at the cost of a small additional latency under low load.

For comparison, we include the results of EPaxos-NoDeps, the Paxos-based protocol with best performance in the previous results. The results show that ChainPaxos achieves a significantly higher throughput than EPaxos-NoDeps.

5.4 Zookeeper case-study

To evaluate the performance of our protocol in a more realistic scenario, we adapted ZooKeeper [12] to use ChainPaxos as its consensus protocol, instead of Zab [14]. While some features were not implemented, such as ephemeral nodes, our implementation fully supports creating, updating, and retrieving
zooKeeper, with the difference increasing with the number of replicas. This is due to the lower number of messages of our protocol (Zab’s message pattern is similar to Multi-1Learn).

Figures 8b and 8c present mixed workloads (50% and 95% of read operations), with both weak and strong reads. Weak reads represent the regular reads of ZooKeeper, where a replica replies with its current state, allowing for stale data to be served (e.g., with late replicas and under network partitions). Strong reads, in our solution, are executed using linearizable local reads. While ZooKeeper does not support linearizable reads, the authors suggest issuing a sync operation before a read as a close approximation of linearizability in most cases. The results show that, unlike with Zab, the strong reads with ChainPaxos scale to a throughput similar to executing weak reads. Overall, the throughput with ChainPaxos is higher than with Zab for the same setting, and the difference increases with the number of replicas.

5.5 Performance in a Geo-Replicated Setting

We evaluated our protocol in a geo-replicated setting by emulating an environment with 5 sites. Using the Linux tc command, we limited the bandwidth to 1Gbps, and increased latency to the following values, extracted from https://cloudping.co, related to AWS EC2 data centers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Virginia</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frankfurt</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>São Paulo</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seoul</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In these experiments, we did not use Ring Paxos, since IP multicast is typically unavailable across data centers. The replica in site A is always the leader/head. Experiments with 3 replicas use sites A, B, and C. Clients connect to the replica that leads to the best performance: the leader for MultiPaxos; evenly distributed for EPaxos, and; the tail for chain-based solutions.

Figure 9 presents the throughput and latency when using all available bandwidth. As within a single data center, ChainPaxos, Chain Replication, and U-Ring Paxos are able to make optimal use of available bandwidth, providing higher throughput than other protocols that order all operations. The EPaxos variant without inter-operation dependencies is able to maintain its throughput with a varying number of replicas, since the cost of transmitting each operation to all nodes is divided among the multiple leaders. However, we remind the reader that this configuration of EPaxos provides weaker guarantees than the other alternatives. As for latency, the latency of the chain-based solutions degrades as the number of replicas increases, as it takes longer for the messages to traverse the chain. For a high number of replicas, MultiPaxos variants provide lower latency, as communication between the leader and other replicas proceeds in parallel, although with, at most, half the throughput of ChainPaxos.
5.6 Impact of Reconfiguration

In our final experiment we evaluate the impact of reconfiguration, comparing ChainPaxos that uses its own integrated management mechanism and Chain Replication that uses an external management scheme based on Zookeeper (executing on dedicated machines). We conduct these experiments in the geo-replicated scenario with independent Zookeeper instances at sites A, B, and D. This distribution minimizes latency for replicas without a local Zookeeper replica. We used 1s timeouts to suspect the failure of another node (both in ChainPaxos and in ZooKeeper).

Experiments run for 90 seconds. Every 10 seconds the following reconfiguration events occur (denoted by vertical red lines for replica failures and green lines for replica additions): 10s) the tail node fails; 30s) the middle node fails; 50s) the head/leader fails; 70s) the head and middle replicas fail simultaneously. Replicas are added at 20s, 40s, 60s, 80s, in sites where a replica had previously failed. Clients issue operations to a random active replica to distribute the load.

Figure 10 shows the throughput observed during the experiments. Despite Chain Replication using additional resources (3 extra machines executing Zookeeper), it takes more time to perform a reconfiguration than ChainPaxos, particularly when adding replicas to the set (green vertical lines). This happens because any reconfiguration has to be coordinated through Zookeeper. However, ChainPaxos takes longer to perform the reconfiguration when the leader fails because it resorts to the regular communication pattern of Paxos, whereas Chain Replication only fetches the new leader from Zookeeper. When the leader and middle nodes fail simultaneously (70s), both solutions take the same time to perform reconfiguration because ChainPaxos can handle both reconfigurations in parallel (albeit using two operations), whereas Chain Replication performs two sequential reconfiguration steps with Zookeeper. In general, ChainPaxos handles reconfiguration faster than Chain Replication without the cost of requiring additional machines to run the external management system, while avoiding the vulnerabilities to network partitions that can compromise the safety of the system [2].

6 Final Remarks

This paper presented ChainPaxos, a distributed consensus algorithm for high throughput replication of deterministic services. ChainPaxos exploits a pipeline communication pattern which allows to reduce the number of messages that each replica needs to send and process, while leveraging the foundations of Paxos to allow leader exchanges. Unlike previous solutions that exploit this communication pattern, ChainPaxos relies on a novel approach to execute linearizable read operations without incurring in any additional communication cost. Finally, ChainPaxos integrates membership management within the protocol. The fully specified algorithm fills an empty space in the literature and, unlike many recent proposals, decouples the fault-tolerance of ChainPaxos from that of the external coordination service. Our extensive evaluation shows that ChainPaxos achieves higher throughput and better scalability when compared to state-of-the-art solutions. Furthermore, our approach for executing linearizable reads has a huge impact on scalability. The results illustrate the benefits of our solution in the context of a key value store and the Zookeeper coordination services (where ChainPaxos leads to better performance than Zab).
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A Correctness

In this section, we present the correctness argument for Chain-Paxos, by showing that the execution of an instance of Chain-Paxos is equivalent to an execution in Multi-Paxos. We consider the following cases: (i) an instance where all nodes agree on the leader; (ii) an instance that elects a new leader; (iii) instances following a new leader election; and (iv) instances where a replica is removed or added.

A.1 All nodes agree on the leader

This case is the one described in Section 3.3. In Multi-Paxos, an equivalent run would consist in: (i) the leader sending the accept message to all replicas; (ii) each node replying with an accept ack message to the leader that learns the decided value; (iii) the leader informing all other nodes of the learned value.

In ChainPaxos, the accept message is also sent to all nodes, but instead of being sent directly it is sent indirectly as the accept message is forwarded across all nodes of the chain.

The accept message also encodes the accept ack messages of the nodes through which it passes. When the leader receives the accept ack message from the tail of the chain, this message is equivalent to having all nodes sending the accept ack message to the leader in Multi-Paxos.

Piggybacked in the following accept messages (even for the NoOP request), the leader sends to all other nodes information that it has received the accept ack from all nodes of the chain (m_{ace} in accept message), which is equivalent to forwarding the learned value to all replicas in Multi-Paxos.

As messages are used to update the local state using the same logic in both ChainPaxos and Multi-Paxos, the execution of an instance in ChainPaxos is equivalent to the execution of an instance in Multi-Paxos.

A.2 Instance with a leader election (two phases)

We start by considering the effects of an instance executed with the two phases of the Paxos protocol. In this case, the first phase of both protocols is identical – ChainPaxos uses the same message flow as Paxos, since prepare and prepare ok messages are sent directly between the node starting the prepare and all other replicas. The logic to process the prepare message in ChainPaxos differs from Multi-Paxos in the following aspect: ChainPaxos only acknowledges prepare messages for a given instance with prepare numbers higher than any prepare number used by any other leader in any other instance. The only implication of this is that the replica executing the prepare, might time-out several times. This is not different from Multi-Paxos, where the replica will complete the prepare in the current instance, and then, if any other following instance had already been executed by a different leader (potentially using the special prepare number zero), it would have to repeat the prepare phase for each such instance. This is true because in ChainPaxos the prepare number is continually used by a leader in all subsequent instances after the one in which it complete the prepare phase successfully.

The second phase of ChainPaxos consists in sending the accept message to all nodes. As explained in the previous case, ChainPaxos flow of messages is equivalent to the Multi-Paxos flow of messages. As the logic employed to process the messages is the same as in Multi-Paxos, also in this case, the execution is equivalent to that of an instance of Multi-Paxos.

A.3 Instances following a new leader election

When a new leader is elected, by running the first phase of Multi-Paxos for instance n_i, it becomes the leader of all instances n_j such that n_j ≥ n_i, for which it will subsequently issue accept messages through the chain (in order). To prove the correctness of ChainPaxos, we show that this execution is equivalent to running the two phases of the Paxos protocol for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i.

The processing of the prepare message ignores the prepare if the node has seen an higher prepare number employed by another leader (for any instance). If the prepare is not ignored, it runs the Paxos logic for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i, with the prepare ok message including the information relative to all these instances. This information includes any accepted value for each of those instances and the prepare number associated with that accepted value. The processing of the prepare ok message also executes the Paxos logic for all instance n_j ≥ n_i, such that the new leader will send new accept messages for all those instances (in order) where, if there was already a value accepted by any replica for that instance, the new leader will propose that value and, similar to Multi-Paxos, if more than one value had been accepted by different replicas, the leader proposes the value with the highest associated prepare number. This ensures that for every instance n_j ≥ n_i, if some value had already been accepted by a majority of replicas, then the new leader will propose that value with his current propose value.

Thus, executing the first phase of the Multi-Paxos in ChainPaxos for instance n_i and issuing the accept for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i as described above is equivalent to executing the two phases of the Paxos protocol for all instances n_j, such that n_j ≥ n_i, thus ensuring the correctness of ChainPaxos.

A.4 Leader Conflicts

As in Paxos, it is possible that two nodes receive a quorum of prepare ok messages for different prepare numbers concurrently. In this case, accept messages from the node with the lowest prepare number will be dropped during their propagation and will never be accepted by a majority of replicas.
The processing of accept messages also sets the leader and prepare number being used by the leader in all replicas. This is needed because a minority of replicas might have missed the prepare message.

If a previous leader is incorrectly suspected of being faulty, it might send accept messages for instances \( n_i \geq n \) while a new node becomes leader in instance \( n \). In this case, just like in regular Multi-Paxos, there are two possible scenarios for each instance \( n_i \): (i) the accept message of the previous leader reached a majority of nodes (i.e., has been decided) before the prepare message of the new leader, in which case at least one prepareOk message received by the new leader will contain the value proposed by that accept message, and the new leader will simply propose that same value; (ii) the accept has been “cut-off” by the prepare message of the new leader (i.e., a node in the chain rejected the accept after receiving the prepare with a higher sequence number). In this case, the new leader may or may not receive the value proposed by that accept in a prepareOk message. Regardless, since the instance had not been decided, both alternatives are correct.

A.5 Removal and addition of a replica

We now discuss the correctness of ChainPaxos when reconfiguring the system to either remove or add a replica, which has been presented in Section 3.4. Such reconfigurations resort to special SMR operations which have to be ordered by ChainPaxos and executed by replicas. A challenge that is present in such reconfigurations is that the number of replicas that constitute a majority of the system might change due to the execution of these operations.

In ChainPaxos, we define a minimum quorum size, and then vary the size of the quorum required to decide operations to always be a majority quorum. For instance, assuming a configuration with 5 initial replicas (where a majority quorum is 3), and a minimum quorum size of 3, adding 2 replicas (to a total of 7), would increase the majority quorum to 4. If 2 replicas are then removed, the majority quorum will be back to 3. However, due to the minimum quorum size, removal of further replicas would not decrease the quorum size below 3, which also ensures that the number of replicas in the system can never be below 3. The minimum quorum size is independent from the initial configuration, serving as a threshold below which we do not wish the system to continue functioning.

Note that in ChainPaxos no replica considers an instance as decided before knowing the operations that have been ordered in all previous instances, hence a replica will never use the incorrect quorum size to decide (and execute) an operation.

We start with the addition of a replica. To ensure correctness we need to show that the replica that is added in an instance \( n_i \) will be considered towards forming the majority of accept ack messages necessary to decide any instance \( n_j > n_i \). This derives from the agreement property of Chain-Paxos, which ensures that all (correct) replicas will agree on the instance in which the new replica is added to the system. Since replicas only consider an operation as decided after learning the decided values for all previous instances, no replica will ignore the participation of the new replica when deciding the value of any instance \( n_j \), since the replica has already been added on instance \( n_i \) (i.e., the instance where the new replica is added), affecting the size of the quorums.

Regarding removal of nodes, to ensure correctness we need to show that the removal of a replica in instance \( n_i \), makes it impossible for that replica to affect the decided value in any instance \( n_j > n_i \) (i.e., the accept ack messages of that replica are never considered to achieve a majority in such instances). As discussed previously, the accept message that is forwarded along the chain, in round \( n_i \), to remove a replica \( r \) is forwarded by the node directly before \( r \) to both \( r \) and its successor replica in the chain. Any node that receives such a message, adds \( r \) to its marked set. This makes that any accept message for a subsequent instance is never sent to \( r \), hence \( r \) is not able to increment the the counter for accept ack within those messages.

This happens, even if nodes have not yet locally decided the outcome of instance \( n_i \). This could be problematic if a new leader is meanwhile elected before the outcome of this instance is locally decided (and executed) by every node, since that node could be continuously skipped despite the fact that he was never removed from the system. However, if a leader change happens, the contents of the marked set of replicas are removed. This is performed either when the node replies to the prepare of the new leader, or when it receives an accept message from the new leader (which can be identified locally since the accept message will carry a prepare number higher than the last prepare number observed by that replica). This ensures that \( r \) receives subsequent accept messages for the re-executions of instances \( n_j > n_i \) until the leader proposes the removeNode \((r)\) in some instance (assuming \( r \) remains suspected).

Finally, in the case of concurrent addition or removal of replicas to the system, we note that ChainPaxos executes each addition or removal as an independent operation. We note that the fault detection mechanism may lead replicas to incorrectly suspect other replicas (e.g. due to temporary network failures). In this case, if a replica is incorrectly removed, it can ask to rejoin the system (note that ChainPaxos tries to propagate the remove operation to the node to be removed, as it is still part of the system in that instance). Finally, we note that it is easy to minimize scenarios where replicas ask for the removal of correct replicas by having the leader avoid to either remove replicas that he perceives as active, or removing replicas that were suspected by replicas being currently removed.
B Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The artifact includes the implementation of ChainPaxos, along with the other consensus algorithms that are studied in the evaluation, with instructions on how to launch and test them. These implementations include a simple replicated key-value store that was used to benchmark the algorithms. Additionally, we include our implementation of ChainPaxos in ZooKeeper, which replaces Zab.

For reproducibility, our artifact includes the client-side code that was used in the paper to measure the various performance metrics of the algorithms, along with instructions on how to run it and how to parse and interpret its results.

Scope

The artifact allows executing our consensus algorithm, ChainPaxos, which supports different read execution techniques. Our prototype fully supports the operations related with the integrated membership. The artifact includes everything that was used in the paper: source-code of all solutions; client source-code; scripts to execute the experiments; scripts to generate the plots from the experiment logs; and; instructions on how to reproduce all plots.

Contents

The artifact is divided in four parts, which are distributed across four repositories:

ChainPaxos: This repository contains the code for our full implementation of ChainPaxos. Additionally, it includes the key-value store application and the different consensus algorithms that we used to compare against ChainPaxos (in the Figures 4 to 7, 9 and 10). The repository also includes information on how to compile and deploy ChainPaxos.

The source-code in the repository is divided in multiple Java packages, with the following structure: the package chainpaxos contains our implementation of ChainPaxos; the code for the key-value store application is on package app; packages frontend and common contain some generic interfaces and classes to uniformize the interaction between the application and all consensus algorithms and; all other packages are named after the consensus algorithms that we used to compare against our solution in the paper.

ZooKeeper with ChainPaxos: This part contains our modified version of ZooKeeper that replaces Zab by ChainPaxos, that was used for the results of Figure 8. The majority of code modifications are contained in the package chain that is on the zookeeper-server module.

Client-side benchmark: This part contains all the client code that was used in the entire experimental evaluation, both to benchmark the various algorithms using the key-value store, and to benchmark the original ZooKeeper against our version with ChainPaxos. The source-code itself consists of YCSB drivers, one for the key-value store and another for ZooKeeper. The repository also includes the scripts used to perform our experiments, and instructions on how to use them in order to reproduce the results in the paper.

Results parser: Finally, our artifact includes a series of Python scripts that were used to parse the results of each experiment and generate the plots presented in this paper. The client-side benchmark repository contains instructions on how to use these scripts.

Hosting

The artifacts can be found in the following locations:

- ChainPaxos
  - [https://github.com/pfouto/chain](https://github.com/pfouto/chain)
  - master branch
  - commit 72cebf2

- ZooKeeper with ChainPaxos
  - [https://github.com/pfouto/chain-zoo](https://github.com/pfouto/chain-zoo)
  - master branch
  - commit 65a9690

- Client-side benchmark
  - [https://github.com/pfouto/chain-client](https://github.com/pfouto/chain-client)
  - master branch
  - commit ed28200

- Results parser
  - [https://github.com/pfouto/chain-results](https://github.com/pfouto/chain-results)
  - master branch
  - commit e716e4a

Requirements

While the artifact does not have special hardware requirements, all experiments were conducted in the Grid5000 testbed, using the Gros cluster. The client-side benchmark repository includes instructions on how to reproduce the experiments on this cluster. Furthermore, the same repository provides instructions on how to deploy and run the experiments in any other cluster platform (e.g., on a cloud infrastructure), which requires some additional setup, but should still allow to reproduce all the results in the paper.